


Case Summary provided by Blake David 

J.S. v. United Vision Logistics, et al (La. 31st JDC, Jefferson Davis Parish, 2/14/2019) 

An oversized United Vision Logistics tractor trailer crossed the center line striking the box truck 
operated by plaintiff. Another United Vision driver behind the collision testified that plaintiff was 
attempting to pass illegally and fled the scene. Evidence at trial showed that the United Vision 
driver failed to proper check his mirrors before changing lanes and that this particular load 
required an escort because, including the securing chain, it was one inch over the permissible 
width.
 
Though the sideswipe happened at interstate speeds, the impact resulted in barely noticeable 
minor scratches to the sides of the involved vehicles.
 
Plaintiff denied injury at the scene. He went to the ER four days later with neck pain. He 
subsequently had a two level cervical fusion. After four years of care, he had $117,000 in past 
medical expenses. An FCE limited him to light duty work. Plaintiff had a ninth grade education 
and worked in primarily medium to heavy duty, cash paying jobs.
 
The plaintiff had suffered neck injury in two prior motor vehicle accidents. Specifically, the 
plaintiff treated for severe neck pain for 16 months prior with narcotic pain medication up until 
five months before this collision (but had not undergone prescribed MRI). Of note, plaintiff’s 
psychologist testified that after this crash he began using marijuana illegally for his pain and 
depression (one to four joints per day) and did so through trial. Plaintiff’s orthopedic surgeon 
reported that plaintiff admitted getting opioids beyond his prescription on the black market.
 
The Jefferson Davis Parish jury awarded $490,000.00 in general damages, $288,913.00 in past 
and future medical expenses, and $520,520.00 in past and future lost earnings/earning capacity. 
Before the verdict, the only defense offer was a $50,000 offer of judgment that was withdrawn. 
Plaintiff’s La. CCP 970 offer of judgment before trial will require defense to pay all costs leading 
up to trial as well. With judicial interest and costs, the total judgment will be well over 
$1,500,000.00.
 
The four day jury trial took place in Jefferson Davis Parish, with only one juror sharing minority 
status with the plaintiff. 
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